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MTA, LORA, LSA, LCC and many others

of Sarah Palmer-Tompkins (23.12.1971-8.2.2017)

were created and applied to the design of

a person whom I never met but her genuine,

maintainable systems. Thus, a large num-

sincere and cheeky attitude towards life con-

ber of the best practices for RMS analysis

stantly generated a unique smile in me, during

of the new systems have been developed

her well-covered public appearances.

and used, but still without understanding and addressing "the functionability

“Airlines are in the transportation business;

mechanics". Consequently, during the

Boeing, Douglas, Lockheed, Airbus, they're

last 60 years the RMS theories made very

in the airplane business. You can have the

little progress, if any, in the direction of

shiniest looking airplane in the world, the

becoming the science based foundation

most remarkably engineered airplane in

for RMS engineering and management

the world, it's an academic marvel, it's an

profession. The reason is very simple; it

engineering marvel, but if the damned thing

has been between the mathematicians

is not at B3 in Chicago at 9.15 to originate

who did not have in-service engineering

the trip to Cleveland, forget it.”
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experience and in-service engineers who

Star Trek coined the expression “space,

Jack Hessburg, (1934-2013)

did not have mathematical skills and yet

the Final Frontier.” The science fiction

Grand Fellow of the MIRCE Akademy

are put in the design office to perform

series demonstrated the possibility of

RMS predictions and influence the design

engaging in extended space travel for

1. Introduction

process that is dominated by engineers

years at a time. The TV series and sub-

whose methods and skills are based on

sequent movies captured our interest in

Since its beginnings in late 1950s, the Reli-

the principles of fundamental sciences,

space travel and imagination for new tech-

ability, Maintainability and Supportability,

like mechanics, thermodynamics, mate-

nologies. For technical professionals, it

RMS, theories have been based on math-

rial science, fluid mechanics and so forth.

also communicated an important techni-

ematical theorems rather then on scien-

Even further, a majority of the RMS

cal message, namely, that space explora-

tific principles. Hence, massive attempts

method based on best practises and

tion systems of systems must be highly

were made to further the applications

governing industrial/military standards

reliable and relatively easy to use. Some

of the existing mathematical and oper-

address specific in-service characteristics

have even argued that the Star Trek series

ational research methods and analyses

of the components of maintainable sys-

inspired NASA's Space Shuttle program.

without understanding "the functionabil-

tems alone, like reliability, maintainabil-

Indeed, the first orbiter of the Space Shut-

ity mechanics."1 Then, in the mid 1980s,

ity, supportability, testability, availability

tle fleet was named after the spacecraft

practicing RMS engineers and analysts,

and similar. However, in the late 1990s the

from the TV show.

who did not have neither ability nor need

author became fully aware that, despite

By extension, our technical achieve-

to understand the mathematics, turned

the fact all of these specialist subjects

ments related to space travel provide us

to what they have had, enormous prac-

have their own specifications and contrac-

an opportunity for lessons-learned that

tical experience and analysis like FMECA,

tual requirements, there was nothing to

can be applicable to many other types of
systems of systems. One major example is

1 Functionability mechanics is a part of the Mirce-mechanics that scientifically studies the physical mechanisms and human
actions that cause the motion of a maintainable system through functionable and non-functionable states throughout their
in-service lives. Dr J. Knezevic

the application of lessons learned in space

continued on page 10

“normalise” them and predict the overall

Mirce-mechanics obtained predictions

in-service performance of maintainable

QUIZ YOURSELF

systems on the “drawing board”. Hence,

When reliability modeling and com-

pare all feasible options to select the most

it was impossible to even address the

paring repairable with non- repair-

suitable compromise for all stake hold-

questions how many daily flights “to

able systems, which method would

ers, based on their through life needs. It

Cleveland” are likely to be delivered on

you not use?

is an imperative, as a maintainable sys-

of functionability performance to com-

time during the in-service life of a given

A) Reliability Growth - Duane

tem comprises not only the entity deliv-

aircraft design or how much electrical

B) Weibull

ering functionality performance but also

energy will be delivered by a given design

C) Sabermetrics

functionability performance, which is

option for a power station or any other

D) Event series (Point processes)

governed by every facet of the universe

measure of functionability performance

that is needed to operate, maintain and
See page 4 for the answer!

support it. This includes, but is not lim-

author that the purpose of every maintain-

began to seek relationships between them

ate; the capacity it has to do work in a

able system is not to deliver MTBF, MTTR,

and to write them down in the form of

given time; the supplies and resources

MLDT, MTTS and similar contractually

formulas. Then the formulas became the

required to sustain and maintain its oper-

of maintainable systems.
Hence, it became crystal clear to the

ited to: the time it is intended to oper-

required measures of RMS. Their pur-

only things they came to trust when they

ation; the capability of the supplies and

pose is to do the work2. Nothing is inten-

began to predict things they could

resources to provide sustainment and

tionally specified, designed, produced

not physically experience.

maintenance, the environment around it

and acquired by somebody in order to

However, people communicate with

(weather, dust, contaminants), location

do nothing. To be in the position to fully

each other by means of words, not for-

(global and installed), access (physical

address the complex problem of generat-

mulas. Hence, when they want to speak

and operational), financial constraints

ing accurate predictions of the work done

about new phenomena they have to

and many more. [2]

and resources required to support opera-

invent concepts that correspond to

The main objective of Mirce-

tion and maintenance of maintainable sys-

them. Even though these concepts are

mechanics is to provide a platform for

tems, throughout their in-service life, the

often quite extraordinary, people become

design engineers, scientists, operators,

author resigned from Exeter University,

accustomed to them and learn to apply

maintainers, logisticians, programmers,

UK, in 1999 and established the MIRCE

them correctly and even create images

planners, budget managers, economists

Akademy at Woodbury Park, Exeter, UK.

2. A Few Words about Mirce-mechanics

for themselves that they associate with

to get involved into the complexity of the

the new concepts.

process of quantifying the consequences

Years of intensive research at the

of their specialist decisions, usually at the

MIRCE Akademy have generated a new,

components and modules level, on the

“A theory can be proved by experiment; but

science-based, body of knowledge, named

functionability performance of a given3

no path leads from experiment to the birth

Mirce-mechanics. It comprises axioms,

maintainable system in the future.

of a theory.”

laws, mathematical equations and calpredictions of the work done by the main-

3. A Few Words About
the Laws of Probability

The development of science started when

tainable system and the work required

The role of probability in Mirce-mechan-

people began to study phenomena not

to be done on the system to maintain

ics is one of prediction. In classical sci-

merely observing them. People developed

the flow of functionality through in-ser-

ence two identical tests under identical

Albert Einstein

culation methods that enable accurate

instruments and learned to trust their

vice life [1]. Thus, from now on, design

conditions should always yield the same

readings, rather than to rely on their own

teams will be able to “normalise” all fea-

end result. This is the idea behind classi-

perceptions. They recorded the results of

sible solutions regarding all relevant RMS

cal causality, or determinism. However, in

their measurements in the form of num-

issues at the system level, in an integrated

Mirce-mechanics causality is peculiar in

bers. Supplied with these numbers they

and mutually related manner, by using

that even under invariable conditions it

2 In Mirce-mechanics, the work is considered to be done by a maintainable system when, at least one, measurable function is delivered at a unit time. (Dr J.Knezevic)
3 In Mirce-mechanics, a given maintainable system is defined through the following elements: Functionality principles of a system (mechanical, electronic, thermal, electrical, nuclear, etc.), Structure/construction of a system (dependencies and redundancies), Operational concepts and scenarios (continuous, seasonal, one off), Maintenance rules (schedule inspections, replacement,
testing and so forth), Logistics support (training, spares, facilities, tools, equipment, etc.) and Environmental conditions (climate and weather).
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can only give the probability of the occur-

equation of motion. In classical mechan-

rence of a functionability event in a single

ics such equations, Newton’s equations

of the following equation (Equation1):

test; on the other hand, it can, with abso-

of motion, enable us to predict the tra-

lute certainty, predict the distribution of

jectory of a particle’s motion and many

occurrence of functionability event for a

other natural phenomena defined by the

maintainable system type.

laws of science that accurately predict

where y(t) is the quantity of work

functionality performance of a maintain-

done at a unit time that is quantitatively

able system.

defined by Mirce Functionability Equation

The laws of probability are just as
rigorous as other mathematical laws.
However, they do have certain unusual

However, in Mirce-mechanics such

features and clearly delineated domain of

causality cannot be found. What is found

application. For example, it can be readily

is a statistical causality that can only be

verified that in the case of a large num-

predicted through probabilistic distribu-

(Equation2) [3]:

ber of systems a specific functionability

tions. However, probabilistic based laws

event will occur in a specific number of

are even more powerful than those laws

the cases, and the law is more accurate

that govern mechanical deterministic rela-

able variables φS(t) and μS(t) represents the

the more systems are observed. However,

tionships, since it identifies and singles

expected number of functionability events

this accurate knowledge will be of no help

out patterns in the “chaos of possible

that cause transitions of a maintainable

in predicting the occurrence of that par-

random events”. Phrases like “statistical

system to non-functionable state from its

In the Equation 2 in-services measur-

ticular functionability event to each indi-

causality” and “probabilistic regularity”

birth to the given instant of time t and the

vidual system. This is what distinguishes

could sound very strange to the deter-

expected number of functionability events

the laws of probability: the concept of

ministically minded people, but in Mirce-

that return the system in the functionable

probability is valid only for an individ-

mechanics it is only possible to utilise

state in the given interval of time, corre-

ual event and it is possible to work out a

them when dealing with functionability

spondingly. The later one comprises of

number that corresponds to it. However,

phenomena, like wear, thermal defor-

the time a system spends in active main-

it can only be measured when identical

mation, corrosion, no-fault-found, creep,

tenance and the time the system spends

tests are repeated a great number of times.

bird strike, battlefield damage, bogus

in support (waiting for spares, trained

Only then can the measured value, the

part, transport damage, fatigue, and many

personnel, tools, equipment, facilities and

probability, be used to assess the chances

others. In fact, there is no logical para-

other necessary resources.). Equation 1

of occurrence of each individual function-

dox here as the concepts of “probabil-

drives equations for the predictions of

ability event, which is one of the possible

ity” and “regularity” are complementary

the in-service costs, which are monetary

outcomes of the in-service life.

ones. Hence, the starting axiom of Mirce-

value of the resources used for the execu-

mechanics is that probability is a property

tion of operation, maintenance and sup-

probability have a natural explanation. In

inherent in the motion of functionability

port tasks.

fact, most probabilistic events are results

phenomena through the life of maintain-

of quite complicated “physical” processes,

able systems, rather than a convenient

in the paper are a part of the current

which in many cases cannot be studied or

mathematical trick used to account for

design processes at Finmeccanica

understood in all of its complexity. Such

observational evidence.

Airborne & Space Systems Division,

The unusual features of the laws of

inability takes its toll, as it is only possi-

Mirce-mechanics principles described

Edinburgh, UK. [4]

result of numerous identical tests. Thus,

4. Mirce-mechanics Equation for
Work of Maintainable Systems

5. Summary

for each random event it is only possible

According to the Mirce-mechanics a work

Through Mirce-mechanics the RMS commu-

to indicate its likely outcome.

is done when a maintainable system con-

nity has got a single mathematical equation

ble to predict with certainty the average

In everyday terms the expression

sidered delivers functionality at a unit of

for predicting the expected work done of

“each event has its own cause” needs

time. To deliver functionality system must

the future maintainable systems that simul-

no further explanation. Causality in

be being in functionable state. Thus, the

taneously embraces all three in-service pro-

science requires a law to guide us

expected work done by maintainable sys-

cesses, namely operation, maintenance

through the sequence of events in time.

tem type during a given interval of calen-

and support. This enables expertise and

Mathematically, this law takes the form

dar time, W(T), measured in Senna Hours,

responsibilities of all RMS specialists to be

of a differential equation, known as an

[SHrs], can be calculated by making use

integrated during the design process and
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Another Day At The Office				
Did you hear, the Space X program successfully launched
Stovepipes not only exist within organizations but
its 10th
resupply mission to the Space Station? The
also across organizations. This failure to effectively
Falcon
9
was
launched
from PAD
39A,
theinexact
communicate
lessons-learned
often
results
an locaduplication
efforts.
tionexpensive
from which
the 1stofSpace
Shuttle was launched.

by Russell A. Vacante, Ph.D.

Evidently
systems
of Such
systems
are training
highly reliable
and
relatively
That’shis
a supurb
idea.
a cross
program
would
help safe and
communication
within
andThere
across
organizaeasyimprove
to maintain,
in addition to
beingorganizations
cost effective.
has
to be lessons
tions. In addition to improving vehicle safety and reliability great cost

learned
herecould
for the
communit
not associated
with space
savings
be technical
achieved by
sharingyrelated
lessons-learned
and travel
having cross-training intern programs.
and explorations.

The founder
of Space
Exploration
Technologies
(Spaceand
X), Elon Musk's goal is to reduce
More cross
training
and sharing
of information

experience
improve
the performance
of most
organizathe cost
of spacewill
travel
by a factor
of 10. He seems
to be
well on his way. In 2018 he
tions. For example, the safety and reliability of many ground

plansvehicles
to takewould
t wo paying
customers
for
a trip
aroundprograms
the moon. His ultimate goal is
greatly
improve if
cross
training
were to
institutionalized
within
industry, DoD and DoT.
to travel
Mars safely and
economically.
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International
Applied Reliability Symposium
Join the conversation!

June 13 - 15, 2017 - Chicago, Illinois
Reliability engineering has never been more important than in today’s economic environment. Whether
you are just beginning your reliability journey or you are a weathered veteran, the International Applied
Reliability Symposium (ARS) has something for you.

Choose from 27 presentations, 4 expert tutorials and 4 discussion panels
The Symposium offers a wide variety of results-oriented presentations, tutorials and discussion panels
that focus on practical challenges and solutions — this year’s program includes a new track focused on
issues of durability and fatigue.

Network with industry professionals
The catered lunch and breaks between sessions, the first evening’s cocktail reception as well as a
hosted dinner on Thursday provide great opportunities to talk with — and learn from — fellow reliability
practitioners.

Become a sponsor or exhibitor
Sponsorship includes your registration fee and offers a cost effective way to promote your company. 4
levels of sponsorship allow you to promote your company via banners, booth or both, as well as providing
recognition on our website. Find out more at http://www.arsymposium.org/northamerica/sponsors.htm
Website: http://www.ARSymposium.org, E-mail: Info@ARSymposium.org, Phone: 1.888.886.0410 or +1.520.886.0410

Joffrey Smitham

Maintainability: Back to Basics
1. Introduction

1) When a system is operational.

3) When a system is idle. A good

Originally, maintainability was considered

The system operation could be

example is a car where the User

as the ‘ability to maintain’, and as a conse-

fully or partially degraded (there

drives it to work, it is picked up

quence, concentrated on rationalizing and

are occasions when a system is

from the car park, serviced and

simplifying maintenance activities. Now-

not required to operate at max-

returned to the car park in time

adays the maintainability engineer has

imum performance levels). This

to have a much wider appreciation than

is an important concept which is

4) When a system is undergoing a

the narrow view held several years ago.

usually considered as a reliabil-

planned maintenance activity (this

A maintainability engineer has to have an

ity issue, but maintainability and

could be small levels of mainte-

supportability are key drivers.

nance as well as major overhauls).

understanding of reliability, supportabil-

for the User to drive home;

ity, cost implications and system engi-

2) When a system is on standby. If

Maintainability analysis could

neering in order to provide effective and

the periods of standby are clearly

identify some testing and repairs

efficient maintainability solutions. Close

defined, then during these peri-

being engineered to occur with-

association with all these disciplines

ods, some maintenance could be

out extending the planned main-

is necessary. This article examines the

implemented;

tenance time period. In addition,

current definition of maintainability and
explains these wider implications.

2. Concepts of Maintainability
The maintainability of an item (as defined
within IEC 60050-192 - International Electrotechnical Vocabulary—Part 192—
Dependability), is the ability of the item
to be retained in, or restored to a state
to perform as required, under given conditions of use and maintenance.
"Retained in" is an important concept
as maintainability during operation or
planned maintenance periods maximises
operational efficiency, thereby reducing
operational costs.
Maintainability is therefore concerned
with:
1) the timing when a maintenance
activity should take place;
2) the integration of all maintenance
activities for all items within
a system (or multi-system) as
well as the number of systems in
operation;
3) the ease and economy of undertaking maintenance actions.
2.1 Timing
The timing of maintenance actions can be

ONLINE COURSE OFFERING
Directors and colleagues, are your contracted maintenance cost too high?
Schedule delays and requirement conflict common? If your answer is “yes”
then you need to improve your logistics requirement process. To learn how,
your technical and management staff should take the online Performance
Based Logistics course described below.
Implementing Performance-Based Logistics: Integrates principles, policies
and practices for implementing performance-based logistics (PBL) through
enhanced reliability, maintainability and supportability (RMS). Highlights
key PBL concepts and the motivation for government and industry to improve
sustainment strategies for defense weapon systems. Incorporates interactive
team exercises to reinforce key activities like selecting a product support
integrator (PSI) and developing performance-based agreements (PBA). Also
demonstrates additional PBL learning resources.
This is a 30-hour online course. Meeting are scheduled for two hours weekly.
Upon successful completion of the course students will receive 3 Continuing
Education credits for the Florida Institute of Technology and/or a Certificate
of Completion from the RMS Partnership for 30 hours. Either one or both
certificates be used for meeting annual training requirements.
Schedule: Every Monday, 6:30–7:30pm
Dates: March 20–May 1, 2017
Price: $465.00
Instructor: Lloyd Muller
Registration and additional information:
http://www.fit.edu/professional-development/rms.php

categorised into five elements:
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planned maintenance has to be

Concept and Design life cycle stages,

5. Specific Maintainability Activities

considered as a collective activ-

the selection process to procure off the

Maintainability is concerned with five

ity. For example, aircraft engine

shelf items post manufacture requires a

main activities and these are listed

overhaul needs to coincide with

full understanding of these three criteria

below to clarify the activities associ-

landing gear overhaul in order

(life cycle costs, operational effective-

ated with maintainability as opposed to

to minimise out-of-service time

ness and availability) if the best items

supportability:

(Landing gear overhaul does not

are to be procured. It is also important

1) diagnostic testing to quickly iden-

have to be the same as the engine

when selecting an asset already manu-

tifying the item requiring replace-

overhaul, but every alternate over-

factured that consideration should not

ment (the term replacement in

haul, say). Similarly, design effort

just be given to the individual asset, but

this case includes repair);

to increase engine overhaul time

also to the integration activities of main-

2) removing the item (this should not

may provide small benefit if the

tenance and supportability for the item

just be removal of the item from a

landing gear overhaul no longer

and associated equipment to minimise

subsystem if removal of the sub-

coincides with the engine over-

overall costs across all the assets.

system has to take place as well);

Maintainability as well as supportabil-

3) replacing the item including re-as-

5) When a system has failed during

haul time.

ity is applicable to repairable items, but

sembly of any parts of the system;

operation. This is the usual con-

the decision to produce/procure a non-re-

4)

cept of unplanned maintenance.

pairable item requires maintainability and

5) releasing the system;

Personally, I consider this term a

supportability considerations to be taken

For these activities to operate smoothly,

misnomer as all maintenance is

into account. Similarly, there are occa-

the maintainability engineer must also

planned—it is the system failing

sions where an item is non-repairable

include aspects of:

to operate that is unplanned.

during certain circumstances, but sub-

1) condition monitoring;

testing the system is operable;

sequently repairable (such as an item that

2) testability;

2.2 Integration of Maintenance

is non-repairable at sea, but repairable

3) inspection;

Activities

during a major re-fit). In all these cases,

4) cleaning, lubrication, adjustment,

Examples of integration activities are: the

the benefits of maintainability and sup-

unification of test equipment involved

portability should be considered.

in the testing of the complete system,

calibration, consumables;
5) preparing and maintaining instructions which detail the test and

sub-system and associated items to local-

4. The Benefits and Impacts

diagnostic procedures, the meth-

ise faults and to functionally check out

An effective and efficient maintainabil-

ods of removal and replacement

the items and system; the use of similar

ity programme can help to minimise the

including all the equipment, tools

equipment, tools, and consumables for all

costs involved in developing and produc-

and consumables involved;

item activities; the provision of consistent

ing a product. It can assist in the minimis-

calibration activities; and standardised

ation of through life costs. A maintenance

approaches to reduce human error.

system overview can help with the cost

7) manufacturing easements which

effective re-design and replacement of

may reduce manufacturing costs

2.3 Ease of Maintenance Maintenance

items which can no longer be produced

but may be to the detriment of

The ease of maintenance can involve

due to obsolescence.

maintainability;

6) maintainer training and proficiency requirements;

diagnostic tools, accessibility, simulation,

Poor maintainability can result

8) maintenance requirements for

human factors, procedures and diagrams.

in items not being operational when

support equipment that are

required and/or repairs becoming pro-

needed to maintain the system.

3. When to Implement Maintainablity

hibitively expensive. This can result in

Indirectly associated with the above are

Maintainability needs to be introduced

a loss in customer confidence for a par-

a number of other factors such as inte-

as early as possible in the initiation of an

ticular product and can escalate into a

grated logistic support, obsolescence

item to maximise the benefits that can be

loss of confidence in the company. This

management, spare parts provisioning,

achieved. These benefits primarily relate

will impact future orders and it may take

statistical methods in maintainability

to life cycle costs, operational effective-

a considerable time to restore this loss

evaluation, and the verification, collec-

ness and availability. Although the main

in confidence.

tion, analysis and presentation of data.

impact of maintainability is during the
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YOUR AD HERE!
Contact Russ Vacante
at president@rmspartnership.org
to inquire about advertising
in our publication.

containing a series of tasks needs to be

7. Maintainability and Availability

implemented to establish an effective

Availability is defined (within IEC 60050-

approach. Further detail on these tasks

192 - International Electrotechnical Vocab-

7.2 Downtime

can be found in:

ulary–Part 192–Dependability) as the

Downtime can include logistic delay

as significant for system availability.

ability to be in a state to perform as and

times, technical delay times, as well as the

IEC 60706-2 Maintainability requirements

when required.

maintenance activities mentioned above.

and studies during the design and develop-

This can be expressed as:
7.3 Availability Calculations

ment phase
Availability = Uptime / Total Time
IEC 60706-5 Testability and Diagnostic testing

With the complexities in uptime and
downtime mentioned above, availabil-

or

ity has to be carefully defined and this

6. Maintainability Objectives

usually requires all possible down time

A primary objective is to minimise a sys-

Availability = Uptime/ (Uptime +

occurrences to be assessed and deter-

tem’s time to repair and this is sometimes

Downtime)

mined as being either within the calcu-

found in contractual requirements which

lation or excluded from the calculation.

specify the mean and 95th percentile val-

From a maintainability perspective,

Further reading is available within IEC

ues. In some cases an availability is defined

the contractual requirement of the avail-

61070 - Compliance test procedures for

(see below) whilst for others, the values

ability definition is key to establishing

steady-state availability.

are broken down to the individual timing

the repair times for particular items that

elements mentioned above.

have a significant impact upon perfor-

8. Summary

The secondary objective is to min-

mance. Other replacements, such as

I hope this article has helped to empha-

imise through life costs (reliability and

during operation, are not included, but

sise that a maintainability engineer has

supportability are also key role players).

could be costly and may have significant

a wide brief and has to be proactively

In the development of an evolutionary sys-

impact if ignored.

involved in a number of associated disci-

tem, for example, a 10% reduction may be
requested.

plines if the maximisation of performance
7.1 Uptime

and minimisation of through life costs

Maintainability planning needs to adopt

Uptime can include one or more of the

is to be realised. I have avoided going

a flexible approach regarding the type of

five timing elements mentioned above.

into the detail of individual tasks and

maintenance as this may change over time.

Usually uptime includes timing element

the associated risks. If further reading

Maintenance can be by the manufacturer,

v) and occasionally iv).

is required, there are many books and

by the user, or by third part maintainers
nominated by the manufacturer or user.

A further difficulty is understanding
the significance of the failure and deciding

It should be noted that these objectives

if the failure has an impact on Uptime. For

also apply to systems operated within the

example the failure of a cigarette lighter in

service industry.

a car may not necessarily be considered
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standards (see the website www.tc56.
iec.ch ) that can be accessed. 
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Synthesis Platform Version 11 in now available
ReliaSoft Corporation continues its ongoing commitment to providing the leading solutions for
reliability engineering, quality and maintenance planning needs of product manufacturers and
equipment operators.

The Synthesis Platform applications now offer new functionality and more value through integration.
Here is a short list of some of the exciting developments you can take advantage of by upgrading to
Version 11:
●

Weibull++ and ALTA offer full Design of Experiments capabilities

●

Xfmea, RCM++ and RBI now allow you to create Parameter Diagrams (P-Diagrams), which provide
a visual method for documenting input signals, noise factors and control factors that lead to ideal
and undesirable system responses

●

Siemens SN 29500 reliability prediction standard is now available in Lambda Predict

●

The Synthesis Enterprise Portal (SEP) has a fresh new look with responsive design for better
performance on mobile devices to access analyses without having the Synthesis applications
installed

●

Improved performance and updated interface for spreadsheets

●

ALTA Stress Profiles and nCode Glyphworks integration to analyze time series data (*.S3T files)

For more information, visit our website at http://www.reliasoft.com or email us at sales@reliasoft.com

www.hbmprenscia.com

Editorial, from page 1

space exploration, the private sector has
now stepped up to the proverbial plate to
properly scale highly reliable systems of
systems in a cost effective manner.
We seem to have come full circle
with respect to the learning curve for
developing and producing highly reliable systems—at least within the space
community. Other communities, regardless of of disciplines, should spend some
time with the Space X team to learn their
procedures and processes for building
highly reliable, safe, easy to use and cost
effective systems of systems. We should
be inquiring, for instance, whether the
private sector space community is doing
something different related to reliabil-

Falcon 9 and Dragon lift off from Launch Pad 39A for CRS-10 (Courtesy of Space X)

ity tasks than for example, the defense
industry. Are the Space X folks conduct-

reliability requirements are now serving

verify that highly reliable systems of sys-

ing, for instance, reliability growth curve

as a guide for most technical professionals

tems are being developed and produced.

programs, FEMCA, qualification testing

within the general reliability community.

Further, it confirms that the knowledge,

and parts screening the same as we are

In terms of human travel into space

technology and expertise in the field of

or are they doing something different?

the government funded Space Shuttle

reliability is available for transfer to our

During our investigation pertaining to

was probably the one that most of the

transportation, medical, defense systems

the Space X reliability program, we might

general populous could easily identify.

and communities. Just as significant is

also discover new and innovative pro-

The first mission was launched in April

the fact that through commercialization

cedures and technologies that can be

1981 and its last launch was 30 years

of space efforts we are gaining insight

applied to systems of systems unrelated

later on February 24, 2011. Its primary

into how to ensure the design and use of

to the space program. For example, Elon

mission was to supply the International

highly reliable systems of systems can be

Musk, the founder of Space Exploration

Space Station with supplies. Despite some

accomplished in a cost effective manner.

Technologies (Space X), has a goal to

early set backs that resulted in the loss of

While the U.S. government has provided

reduce the cost of human space travel

life (Challenger 1986 and Columbia 2003),

the initial research dollars, technical envi-

by a factor of 10. Since he seems well on

the shuttle proved to be highly reliable.

ronment, scientific expertise and risk for

his way to achieving this goal (ultimately

It made the round trip from earth to the
International Space Station 53 times. The
Space Shuttle, from a reliability perspective, set the technical standards for all
subsequent space flights.
The launch of Falcon 9 by Space X,
also referred to as Commercial Resupply
Service (CRS)-10, marks the 10th successful commercial delivery of supplies to the
Space Station. The fact that Falcon 9 was
launched from PAD 39A—the same location of past Space Shuttle launches—at
the Kennedy Space Center is indicative
of a lasting legacy.
The above discussion of space missions is informative in that it helps to
The Newsletter of Reliability, Maintainability, & Supportability
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to Mars) should not the defense and com-

convince upper management of the bene-

profits. However, Elon Musk’s success-

mercial sector capture the lessons-learned

fits of involvement and support. The tech-

ful decision-making serves as an upper

from his progress? Or will this be intellec-

nical community has long understood that

management role model to improve the

tual property not shared with other com-

it takes a firm decision from upper man-

reliability of major systems of systems.

petitors? Let’s be cognitive of the fact that

agement to make reliability requirements

In the context discussed above, space

Elon Musk did not invest $100 million of

a priority. Much of upper management’s

truly is frontier from which to explore

his own money in the Space X project to

opposition to achieving optimal reliabil-

“strange new worlds” and discover new

his financial detriment.

ity for systems of systems has been due

ways to achieve optimal reliability. 

The final challenge for the current,

to the misplaced perception that achiev-

non-space, reliability community is to

ing high reliability cuts into a company’s
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